Introduction
Generally speaking, self-portrait emerged due to a strong psychological need to express some hidden experiences which are apparently forgotten, but stored in our subconscious. The purpose consists in presenting the development of self-portraits both in the history of universal and Romanian art which are analyzed from a historical point of view by making some connections with the Middles Ages Period, but also from a psychological point of view according to the structure: Id -Ego -Superego which involves the decipherment of certain symbols expressed by instincts that are denied by our consciousness, concealed in the unconsciousness and subsequently outsourced indirectly 1 . Self-portrait stands for a symptomatic manifestation of our unconsciousness 2 and brings to light the desires, regrets or traumas repressed by our consciousness, whose interpretations are difficult to convey:
Thus, dream and artistic creation as well, are «enigmas which need to be deciphered», because both in dream and in art, there is a latent content which is expressed in a derivative way through the artistic forms the artist resorts to and because, in both situations, the intervention of consciousness limits free expression. 3 Self-portrait has a complex history, judging its evolution as an artistic genre from its emergence to its autonomy, both in universal and Romanian art history, reflecting the artist's status as well as his mental and artistic evolution. If the painter initially considered self-portrait a simple documentary-artistic attestation, then this artistic genre became a real identity symbol and an indispensable way of expressing the most hidden experiences, apparently forgotten, but stored in the subconscious. The trajectory is complex, so that self -portrait evolved from a contextual self-projection 4 , a role-playing game 5 , an independent genre 6 , a creation as a show 7 , to selfportrait in a mirror 8 , as a performative object 9 or as a hidden 10 or abstract one. 11 The process of self-knowledge requires solitude and the artist Leonardo da Vinci considered that the others disturb the tranquility of the soul which is essential for a better knowledge of one's inner world: "If you are alone, you belong entirely to yourself. If you are accompanied by even one companion, you belong only half to yourself or even less in proportion to the thoughtlessness of his conduct and if you have more than one companion, you will fall more deeply into the same plight."
12 Johann Wolfgang Goethe considers that "Self-knowledge comes from knowing other people " 13 , thus bringing the self-knowledge process to a balanced level. The reason behind self-portrayal is the desire of individualization and self-valorization of which one is more or less conscious of, having its roots in childhood since the moment the human being starts showing interest in one's own physiognomy.
14 Self-awareness since the age of 18 months 15 , as well the awareness of one's own feelings and thoughts 16 since the age of 4 or 5 years old reveal an intense need for self-knowledge which develops later in life. It is not accidental the usage of mirror in the artistic creations of the 20 th century, in this respect, it is relevant Michelangelo Pistoletto's self-portrait which is part of the series entitled Mirror Paintings which consists in integrating the natural-size of his own image on the surface of a mirror. The main aim is to include external characters as well as other elements from the environment in his artworks, in order to deal with the hazard. According to Lacan's concept, the ego projection in a mirror is illusory, being rather understood as a self-denial or as an utopia of self-knowledge 17 and Pistoletto has created a connection with this idea which is about creating a fictional (self-)portrait. It is considered that self-knowledge is partly fulfilled and a human being is defined by an endless mountain of secrets which cannot be fully decrypted. From a psychological point of view, the imperative need for self-portraiture is explained by the desire to unconsciously compensate the lack produced by the loss of the original state 18 when the baby suffers a separation from his mother's body at birth. This nostalgia for unity, symbolized by the artistic creation (self-portrait), can also be connected to IdEgo relationship which forms a unitary whole 19 two instances are not developed yet. The beginning of awareness marks the beginning of a development which leads to a painful experience that is felt like a real shock; once the prenatal stage is over, the baby breaks out of his mother's body (Id) in order to enter the physical world and since that very moment his native stage begins (Ego) and Superego becomes a component part of it which is willingly "built" by the educational and social factors. These three instances are connected to each other during the entire life as a whole in comparison to the prenatal stage when this connection is not fully defined, there is no clear separation among these three instances.
Remarkable is the fact that in the Middle Ages, the painter began to ask himself existential questions that materialized during Renaissance in the acute desire to faithfully represent the reality from an anatomic point of view, self-portrait having a fluctuating and complex development that gradually focused on: metamorphoses (El Greco, Fancisco de Goya), anamorphosis (Pietro da Cortona), brutal reality (Gustave Courbet) and, last but not least, on atmospheric effects, in which human being becomes just a pretext (Claude Monet),or on effects of deconstructed forms (Paul Cézanne). The interest consisted in identifying the real reasons behind painters' inner need to use their own faces as a pretext for expressing personal affections, filtered, of course, from the point of view of artistic styles conditioned by the atmosphere of that epoch in which the artist lived, and consisted also in outstanding specific biographical experiences that are connected to their painted self-portraits.
Portrait in the art of Middle Ages: Romanic, Gothic Periods
The medieval age ( II-XIV centuries) was a difficult period caused by the invasions of Germanic tribes (Goths, Vandals, Saxons and Vikings) and wars, being characterized by a moral and spiritual crisis 20 which was also reflected in portraiture. This was also due to simple people's unjustified and naive fear towards the magical art of portrait which constituted a real impediment to finding patterns, as there was a strong and interesting belief that once the character was transposed on a canvas, a part of the character's soul was lost: Self-portrait had an interesting evolution, as the medieval artists bacame more aware of their own artistic abilities; monk Eadwine from Canterbury painted his self-portrait from his memory, being the first selfportrait attempt in the history of universal art 22 . This illustrates the author's contextualization within the initials of his name, represented by a small workshop, in which the artist surprises himself during the painting process with the utensils in his both hands. This self-representation is a Romanic one 23 , since one can notice the superficial rendering of shadows, the precarious perspective and the clumsy drawing, as well as the stylized and naive representation, but remarkable is the attempt of representing a more expressive and humanised character 24 which compensates all these technical deficits, highlighting the separation from the Byzantine style canons. On a closer inspection as for the character's facial expression, one can notice the artist's concentration during his work expressed by his gaze towards the letter R which is being painted; the artist keeps the paintbrush in his right hand with much skill and trust in his own forces, and in the other hand a supporting tool (german Malstock, Malerstock) and a color container. In fact, the painter creates his own inner space, a personal universe that offers protection, safety and self-confidence.
During the Gothic period (12 th -15 th centuries), self(-portrait) as a genre experienced an innovative interpretation, being perceived not only from a spiritual perspective but also from a physical one, and in this context the theologian Thomas d'Aquino distinguished with lucidity and intelligence the spiritual beauty from the profane one, challenging a new aesthetics: One thing is considered to be beautiful when it has a bodily or spiritual sparkle of its own kind. 25 Giotto di Bondone, an artist on the border between medieval and Renaissance period, demonstrated an authentic ability to represent emotions, by humanizing character's traits, which implied the introduction of character's study, thus giving the viewer the opportunity to decipher intense experiences of joy or dramatic states of mind:
Even if the memory of the Byzantine "Greek manner" was very strong, Giotto «rethink»s it, by «making some changes» and by checking the character's representative value when it comes to reality confrontation 28 .
One can confirm that since this era, signs of self-awareness have become more prominent and self-portrait gained its recognition during Renaissance period. Painters unconsciously felt the need for identity affirmation and recognition and the self-portraiture attempt began to satisfy all these requirements, becoming later an indispensable tool in an artist's creation. 27 
Portraiture representations in the art of the Romanian Countries since ancient times until Modern Age: Antiquity, the Middle Ages
Generally speaking, ancient people used to paint animals, avoiding the representation of human silhouettes, since they believed that human soul drips out of the human body once a character is being painted.
The first self-portrait in the history of Romanian art was recorded in the 14 th century and belongs to painter Grozie 29 ; it's considered to be the first attempt to reproduce the three-dimensionality of the human body through the interference of the shaded parts with the bright ones, under the influence of the Gothic style:
Unlike Orthodox churches which promoted Byzantine canons and established a precise iconographic order, Gothic paintings are very free from this point of view and it's difficult to establish certain distribution rules.
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The appearance of this first self-portrayal intention represents a real sign of self-awareness of one's own artistic value and affirmation of ego. Grozie is represented next to Saint Nicholas 31 to whom is praying and appears in the light of a pronounced spirituality, betrayed by his eyes raised to heaven, as well as by his praying hands. His meditative and pious face symbolizes his detachment from the profan world in order to re-establish his connection with Divinity, but also represents the egotic desire for selfrecognition of artistic value.
In the 15 th century, a less rigid compositional style was asserted, a major role in this direction being played by monk Gavril Uric 32 from Neamţ monastery which was a real source of inspiration for future Moldavian generations of miniature and easel paintings. He succeeded in expressing the characters' inner feelings, the relaxed line and the decorative borders encouraging the emergence of profane tendencies in Romanian (self-) portraiture. 29 , which signals the beginning of profane painting. Important is to mention that in this period appeared the first artist's signature on the monastery frescoes, as it denotes a beginning of artist's self-awareness: And I, the great David the painter, wrote [painted] , together with my son Radislav 37 . The usage of the personal pronoun I highlights the authenticity of artist's status from that of the craftsman's a which was officially recognised only in the middle of the 19 th century, whereas in the universal art this differentiation took place in the maturity period of Renaissance.
It can be concluded that the attempts of (self-) representation appeared since ancient times as an unconscious necessity of self-affirmation, in order to annihilate anonymity. The intention consisted in studying the emergence of first self-portraiture attempts, taking into consideration the psychological aspects which can help finding out specific explanations regarding this strong necessity of (self-) representation.
